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S1. Materials and Methods

Chemicals

Carbon tetrachloride (CCl4, 99.9%, Sigma-Aldrich) was used as received without further

purification. H2O was purified by a Milli-Q UF-Plus instrument from Millipore, Inc., and it has

an electrical resistivity of 18.2 MΩ⋅cm.

Femtosecond elastic second harmonic scattering (fs-SHS)

Figure 1A illustrates the fs-ESHS setup, already described in Ref. 1. fs-ESHS measurements

were performed using 190-fs laser pulses centered at 1028 nm with a 200kHz repetition rate.

The polarization of input pulses was controlled by a Glan-Taylor polarizer (GT10-B, Thorlabs)

in combination with a zero-order half-wave plate (WPH05M-1030). The filtered (FEL0750,

Thorlabs) input pulses with a pulse energy of 0.3 μJ (incident laser power P = 60 mW) were

focused into a cylindrical glass sample cell (inner diameter 4.2 mm) with a waist diameter of

~35 μm and a Rayleigh length of 0.94 mm. The scattered second harmonic light was

collected with a plano-convex lens (f = 5 cm), and then filtered (ZET514/10x, Chroma),

polarized (GT10-A, Thorlabs), and finally focused into a gated photomultiplier tube

(H7421-40, Hamamatsu). The angle of acceptance for the signal collection was 3.4°. The

scattering pattern was measured at a scanning step of 5°. Each data point was acquired with

an acquisition time of 20 × 1 s and a gate width of 10 ns. In the specific case of

backscattering measurements at 180°, a dichroic mirror (042-5130, Eksma) was placed with

45° angle in the path of the incoming beam, after the long-pass filter and just before the

focusing lens in front of the sample cell. This allowed the incoming beam at 1028 nm to be

transmitted and focused to the sample, while backscattered light at 514 nm was collimated

again with the same lens and then reflected to the side of the setup by the dichroic mirror.

This second harmonic light was then collected with the same combination of bandpass filter,

Glan-Taylor polarizer, and PMT as for the forward scattering measurements. All

measurements were performed in a temperature- and humidity- controlled room (T = 297 K;

relative humidity, 26.0 %).

S2. Coherent and incoherent contribution to SHS

Second harmonic generation is a nonlinear optical process where two photons with the same

frequency interact with a non-centrosymmetric medium to be converted into one photon ofω

a doubled frequency . The measured SHS intensity can be generally described by the2ω

following sum 2
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second-order hyperpolarizability . Here represents an ensemble orientational averageβ(2) 〈〉

over all involved molecules. The incoh and coh subscripts denote the incoherent and

coherent contribution to SHS, respectively.

If we consider that all molecules in a liquid are individual scatterers, the SHS intensity

can be expressed and decomposed into two terms as follows 3:
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where c is the speed of light in vacuum, is the frequency of the excitation light, is theω 𝑞
~

momentum transfer in the SH emission process (also known as scattering vector) and is𝑟
~

the position of a molecule. The subscript refers to a specific molecule.ν

The first term in Equations (S1, S2), also known as hyper-Rayleigh scattering (HRS),

arises from the non-centrosymmetry of individual molecules, meaning that the electron

distribution is anisotropic. In a molecular random distribution, individual contributions from the

uncorrelated molecules are summed up incoherently as there is no fixed phase relationship

between the SH fields they generate. The second part of the SH signal is coherent and

originates at non-centrosymmetrically distributed molecules. The generated SH fields are

summed up coherently with phase differences determined by the molecular correlations such

as H-bonding or dipole-dipole interactions. Therefore, this term brings insight into the specific

liquid structure. In a isotropic molecular distribution, the coherent contributions cancel each

other out due to the symmetry, leaving only the incoherent terms. In order to obtain SH signal

from orientationally-correlated molecules in liquids, femtosecond laser pulses have to be

used, otherwise, the signal of those orientational correlations would disappear due to

averaging over the duration of a longer laser pulse 4.

In the fs-ESHS experiments, the polarization combinations are described by three

letters which refer to the collected SH beam (first letter) and the two excitation beams

(second and third letter) while each beam can be polarized either perpendicular to the

scattering plane (S) or parallel to it (P). Under the assumption of material isotropy, the HRS

intensity in SSS and PPP polarization combinations is given by 3:
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where is the velocity of light in vacuum, is the refractive index of air, is the second𝑐 𝑛 𝑘
0

harmonic wave vector, is the molecular density of the liquid, is the volume of the liquid𝑁
𝑚

𝑉

contributing to the SHS intensity, and are the incoming electric fields along the X and𝐸
𝑥

𝐸
𝑦

Y-direction of the laboratory frame, and R is the distance between the far-field observation

position and the scattering position. is the scattering angle in the XZ plane, with respect toθ
𝑅

the Z direction.

S3. Exclusion of the possibility of an artifact

In order to exclude the polarization artifacts in our experiment, we recorded two-photon

fluorescence scattering patterns of 40 μM trypan blue solution in the SSS and PPP

polarization combinations. As the trypan blue molecules are uncorrelated at such a low

concentration and fluorescence is an incoherent process, isotropic polarization-independent

scattering patterns from this solution are expected. Figure S1A shows that both SSS and

PPP patterns feature the same constant intensity over the scattering angle range and are

identical with each other within the experimental errors, which confirms that our SHS setup is

polarization-independent.

Figure S1: A: Two-photon fluorescence scattering patterns of 40 μM trypan blue in H2O measured in

the SSS (blue) and PPP (red) polarization combinations. The error bars represent the maximum

standard deviation from 20 measurements. B: Spectra of H2O and CCl4, respectively in the 5o

direction with the fundamental wavelength at 1028 nm in SSS (dashed lines) and PPP (solid lines)

polarization combination. The black rectangle indicates the 10 nm bandpass filter used for SH

measurements.



To confirm that our measurements are not influenced by hyper-Raman signal, we measured

spectra of CCl4 and H2O at a +5° scattering angle in PPP and SSS polarization combinations,

see Figure S1B. It can be seen that all the hyper-Raman peaks are outside of the 10 nm

bandpass filter (black rectangle) used for the SHS measurements.

Another concern that has to be taken into account is the measurement of elastic SH

scattering as opposed to inelastic scattering. To be able to measure elastic scattering, fs

laser pulses need to be used. Using nanosecond laser pulses leads to inelastic scattering

and thus to laser-pulse induced water orientation, which will distort the experiment. This can

be verified by comparing power dependencies of the SHS intensity for fs and ns laser pulses.

For an elastic second-order process, the SH intensity / (power)2 ratio should be constant.

Figure S2 shows the measured power dependence for the scattered SH intensity comparing

fs-ESHS experiments to ns-ESHS experiments 5. It can be seen that fs experiments are

elastic while the others are not. It means that any possible coherence observed in the ns and

ps experiments cannot unambiguously be assigned to water-structural properties, as the

laser pulses likely induce water-water correlations.

Figure S2. Plots of the measured intensity (I) divided by the square of the incident laser power as a

function of the incident power (P). (A) The power dependence for an experiment employing 190 fs

laser pulses in H2O and D2O (200 kHz, 35 μm beam waist). The solid black lines indicate the quadratic

dependence of the SH intensity on the incident power. (B) The power dependence for experiments

with 100 ns pulses (empty circles) from Ref.6 and with 5 ps pulses (filled circles). The dashed lines

indicate fitting with a quadratic function to the data from 100 ns measurements.𝑎(1 + 𝑏𝑃 + 𝑐𝑃2)



S4. Forward and backward scattering comparison

Figure 1A illustrates the SHS measurements from a top view. In this configuration, the

momentum transfer q (also called the scattering vector) lies in the scattering plane and S

polarization is always perpendicular to the scattering plane. Combining this knowledge with

Equation (S2), we can see that the SSS polarization combination is only comprised of the

incoherent contribution, whereas the PPP polarization combination contains not only the

incoherent contribution, but also the coherent one, which shifts the PPP patterns above the

SSS ones. To verify that the mismatch between the SSS and PPP patterns close to the

forward direction is caused by the additional coherent response in the PPP polarization

combination, we performed the SH measurements at the backward scattering direction,

where the q vector is perpendicular to the P polarization.

The values of the PPP/SSS ratio when close to the forward direction (θ = 5°) and for

the backward direction are displayed in Table S1. In the case of CCl4, the PPP/SSS ratio is

almost 1 for both directions, confirming the isotropy of this liquid at fs timescales. On the

contrary, the PPP/SSS ratio for H2O is significantly different for those two directions. This is a

confirmation that the intermolecular correlations from hydrogen-bonding induce coherent

signal, and the additional coherent signal contributes to PPP but not to SSS patterns.

Table S1: The ratios of the signal intensity in the PPP over the SSS polarization combination for H2O

and CCl4, at near-forward (θ = 5°) and backward (θ = 180°) scattering direction.

PPP/SSS H2O CCl4

θ = 5° 1.35 0.95

θ = 180° 0.92 0.93

S5. MD simulations

Molecular dynamics simulations of TIP4P-EW 7 water (4096 molecules) were performed

using the GROMACS 5.0 package 8 with a cubic box with an average side length of 49.68 Å.

The system was equilibrated for 2 ns with a time step of 2 fs, and the final production run was

carried out over another 40 ns using the NPT ensemble. The Nose-Hoover thermostat 9,10

and the Parrinello-Rahman barostat 11 were used to fix the system temperature and pressure

at 300 K and 1 bar, with coupling time constants of 2 ps and 1 ps respectively. Ewald 12

summation was used to calculate the long-range electrostatic interactions, and a cutoff of 10

Å was used for the van-der- Waals interactions. In previous studies, we have also performed



extensive benchmarks across a range of different water models and shown that the presence

of these large voids is consistently reproduced 13.

S6. Voronoi voids

The voids discussed in this work are the empty space within the hydrogen bond network of

liquid water. To analyze the geometry of the empty space, we used the Voronoi-Delaunay

method 14 which is implemented in the VNP code 15. The interested reader is referred to Refs.
13,16 for more details. In summary, two radii named the probe (RP) and bottleneck (RB) radius

are needed to construct the Voronoi voids. The former is used for identification of the empty

space between the molecules and the latter for merging the connected regions. Here, we

used RP and RB equal to 1.2 Å and 1.1 Å, respectively.

We have shown in previous studies that the presence of dendritic voids is a

ubiquitous feature of a wide class of different water models. Figure S3 compares the maximal

length of the void for four different empirical potentials of water namely MB-POL 17,

TIP4P-EW 7, TIP4P-2005 18 and SPC-E 19. In all four cases we observe that

Figure S3. Plots of the distribution of the maximum length associated with a void for A) MB-pol, B)

TIP4P-EW, C) TIP4P-2005 and D) SPC-E.



Figure S4. Plots of the distribution of the asphericity of a void for A) TIP4P-EW, B) TIP4P-ICE, and C)

MB-POL.

there is a shoulder in the distribution which corresponds to the presence of non-spherical

voids. There are of course subtle differences between the different models. For example, in

MB-POL, one does not observe as large a tail in the maximum length due to the smaller size

of the simulated box.

The distribution of the ∆R parameter, an asphericity parameter, is shown in Figure S4.

We observe that in the three water models including MB-POL, very similar features are

observed. Therefore, dendritic voids are generated by the following models: MP-POL,

TIP4P-EW, SPC-E and TIP4P-ICE. MB-POL is currently considered the best computational

model of non-dissociable water. Furthermore, the TIP4P-ICE water model was recently used

to validate the existence of a second critical point in water 20. These results prove that the

existence of the dendritic voids is not an artefact of the water models.

S7. Linear scaling density functional theory (LS-DFT) calculations

In a recent work 21, we have shown that asymmetries in the hydrogen bond network around a

water molecule can lead to an imbalance in charge transfer between hydrogen bonds being



accepted versus donated. Near the air-water interface where there is a breaking of symmetry

in the hydrogen bond network, this leads to a triple layer of charge at the interface covering a

length scale of 0.5 nm. In particular, we showed that topological defects in water which arise

from fluctuations in the hydrogen bond network, serve as important sites for creating swings

in the total charge of water molecules.

In this work, we show the coupling between the creation of transient voids

(femtosecond) and charge gradients that form between water molecules around the voids. In

order to do so, 20 frames were sampled from the TIP4P/EW simulations described earlier,

and linear scaling density functional theory (LS-DFT) calculations were performed using the

ONETEP code 22. The LS-DFT calculations allow us to conduct electronic structure

calculations of periodic boxes consisting of over 4000 water molecules. From the electron

density, density derived electrostatic charges (DDEC) are used to assign net atomic charges

to each atom and therefore determine the total charge of each water molecule. All technical

details regarding the LS-DFT calculations and DDEC charges are documented in our

previous work 13. Here, we briefly summarize the main ideas.

LS-DFT as implemented in ONETEP, takes advantage of the near-sightedness of

electrons in dealing with the density matrix representation of the system 23. Essentially, the

physical principle behind this is the fact that at constant chemical potential, properties such

as the electron density n(r) are strongly modulated by external potentials arising only from

nearby points. By expanding the density matrix in terms of non-orthogonal generalized

Wannier functions (NGWF) and applying a real-space cutoff, a sparse density matrix ρ(r,r’) is

formed (see more details in 13) allowing for the application of efficient diagonalization

protocols.

In our LS-DFT simulations, the kinetic energy cutoff was 1000 eV and four NGWFs

were used for O atoms and 1 NGWF was used for the H atoms. A localization radius of 10

Bohr was used in all cases. The DFT functional used for the simulations was the generalized

gradient approximation (GGA) functional BLYP 24,25, along with Grimme’s D2 correction

functional 26. The Kleinman–Bylander 27 norm-conserving pseudopotentials were used

constructed using the Opium code 28.

DDEC charges are used to assign atomic charges derived from the underlying

electron density. Specifically, the DDEC3 29 scheme is used as implemented in the ONETEP

code. The DDEC3 charges are built on ideas involving a combination of iterative Stockholder

and iterative Hirshfield approaches. We have compared the DDEC charges we obtain to

other charge schemes including Hirshfield and Natural Bond Order (NBO) charges and find

that our results of the charge transfer being linked to the topology of the water molecules is

consistently reproduced 13.



In our recent work 13, we performed extensive tests to determine how sensitive our

results were to the use of standard GGA functionals (BLYP). Specifically, we compared the

charge profiles obtained with BLYP to a hybrid functional B3LYP 24 as well as to a more

accurate van-der-Waals functional rVV10 30. We also compared our results to wavefunction

based approaches such as MP2 31. Finally, we also compared the charge profiles we got

using configurations sampled from the most accurate potential for bulk water, MB-pol 32 and

also various charge schemes (NBO and Iterative Hirshfield). Our results are consistently

reproduced across all these various benchmarks.

S8. Hyperpolarizability Simulations

In order to estimate the SHS intensity arising from water molecules and voids, we focussed

on the incoherent intensity of each subsystem, defined as,

, (S5)𝐼
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= (1/𝑁)|β
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|2

where is the XXZ component of the hyperpolarizability tensor of the subsystem (i.e.,β
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molecule or void), with X the polarization vector of the incoming and Z the polarization vector

of the outgoing light. N is the number of atoms in the subsystem. Eq. (S5) gives the

contribution of the subsystem to the incoherent scattering intensity of a total system.

In order to remove the dependence of the intensity on the molecular orientation, it was

averaged over all possible orientations of the subsystem to give the expression,
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where is an element of the hyperpolarizability tensor in an axis system defined by theβ
𝑖𝑗𝑘

molecule or cluster, and T is a sparse 6-dimensional tensor whose elements depend on the

incoming and outgoing polarization and can be determined by integrations over Euler angles

as in Ref. 33.

We began by benchmarking the level of theory needed to correctly describe the

hyperpolarizability intensity. We took 180 small clusters of 5 water molecules, comprising 60

in which a central molecule accepted and donated two hydrogen-bonds, 60 in which two

H-bonds were donated and one accepted, and 60 in which one H-bond was donated and two

were accepted. The hyperpolarizability for each cluster was computed using GAUSSIAN

2016 34, at the MP2 and B3LYP levels of theory with a 6-311+G* basis set, and at the CCSD

level (only for clusters donating one and accepting two hydrogen bonds). Fig. S5 compares

the results of the CCSD hyperpolarizability calculations with both the results of MP2 and of



B3LYP calculations. The agreement between CCSD and MP2 calculations of the

hyperpolarizability is excellent, and while it is not as good between CCSD and B3LYP, there

is an almost linear correlation between CCSD and B3LYP tensor elements. Even more

important is the hyperpolarizability intensity arising from these individual responses, as these

are to be compared with experiment.

The comparison between CCSD and MP2 for the small set of 60 clusters indicates that

hyperpolarizabilities are already converged at the MP2 level. We then compared the

hyperpolarizability intensity of Eq. (S6) for all 180 water clusters, using MP2 and B3LYP.

Table S2 shows this comparison, where it can be seen that not only does B3LYP preserve

the ordering of intensities in the different types of water molecules, but the ratio between

B3LYP and MP2 intensities is ~2.33 in all cases. Combining these results, we infer that

B3LYP calculations can be used to make qualitative, and even semi-quantitative, statements

about the SHS intensity of clusters containing water.

Figure S5. (a) Scatterplot of hyperpolarizability elements from CCSD calculations of clusters

containing 5 water against the results of MP2 calculations. (b) Scatterplot of hyperpolarizability

elements from CCSD calculations against the results of B3LYP calculations.

Table S2: Hyperpolarizability intensity of Eq. (S6) for water clusters. D12 indicates an average over 60

clusters donating one and accepting two H-bonds, D21 an average over 60 clusters donating two and

accepting one H-bond, and D22 an average over 60 clusters donating two and accepting two H-bonds.

These intensities are for a PPP scattering geometry.

Cluster type B3LYP MP2

D12 510.2 219.9



D21 601.9 258.6

D2 453.1 193.9

To obtain the results in Fig. 3A of the main text, the hyperpolarizability intensity was

computed for a single water molecule at the B3LYP level, and for a set of 100 voids with 18

water molecules, 100 voids with 20 molecules, 100 voids with 25 molecules and 105 voids

with 30 molecules. These voids were randomly selected from MD simulations.
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